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LDMonline Maximizes Legal Job Prospecting
With Up-to-Date Contact Information
Colleges and universities are under tremendous pressure to
improve the percentage of their students securing
employment. Whether it is an internship or a permanent
legal position after their graduation, they require the best
tools and resources available to break successfully into a
most competitive community.
Lawyers Diary and Manual, LLC (LDM) provides an affordable way to help your students organize their job
search while gaining invaluable experience using the reference of choice for and about the communities
of law and government. Our Web-based product, LDMonline, has the most up-to-date and
comprehensive collection of hundreds of thousands of attorneys, law firms, judges, courts, agencies and
other critical contacts in New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Florida. Students can
leverage the attorney biographies, including areas of practice, proper names, related affiliations, alumni
institutions, Web sites and email addresses, that match their preferences.

LDMonline’s intuitive and convenient features include:
•

Enhanced search and navigation to allow students to move easily from a lawyer’s detail page to
information about all members of the firm; from a judge to associated law clerk(s), etc.

•

Contact details that are updated monthly, including postal addresses, phone numbers,
hyperlinked Web sites and email addresses on specific attorneys, firms, judges, agencies and
departments, etc.

•

Downloadable vCards that allow students with a click of a button to insert contact information
directly into any vCard-compatible electronic personal address book such as Microsoft® Outlook®

For more than a century, attorneys have relied on LDM products to provide the contact information, tools
and resources referenced every day in the practice of law. Job candidates using LDMonline find the best
connections in the legal market and have an advantage in their quest for employment in law firms and
other areas of law and government.

Site License Pricing and Contact Information
Your school may be eligible for an LDMonline site license, which allows unlimited access by your students,
faculty and staff. Pricing starts at $750 annually. To learn more or to secure your subscription right away,
please contact Carl Sartori, (973) 642-1440, Ext. 160 or csartori@lawdiary.com.
All site licenses include a downloadable PDF of the LDMonline User Guide for each student.
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LDMonline’s Directory Search feature includes several
drop-down criteria for fast and accurate searching.

Partial word searches can be conducted using single or even
fragments of keywords when conducting searches —
the “less is more” concept. For example, instead of entering
“municipalities” vs. “municipality” for New Jersey, enter
“muni” in the search field.

With a press of a button, students can download
contacts from LDMonline to their own personal
electronic address book with the vCard feature.

Some searches require additional parameters.
By clicking on one of the Categories, such as
“Law Firm,” the listings for law firms will be
displayed in the results section.
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